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Norway- World Seminar
By Michelle Rabelo
This Year I had the pleasure of joining 8 of my
Venture House colleagues for a trip to the 25th
Clubhouse International World Seminar in Oslo,
Norway. This trip was one to remember and I feel
very lucky to have been chosen to share this
experience with the Clubhouse. Not only did I get to
see the beautiful country of Norway , I met lovely
people from all over the world united by their
enthusiasm for Clubhouse, recovery and mental
health.
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Venture House is an accredited clubhouse program designed to support people living
with mental illness. Since 1988, we have maintained one unifying vision: to assist individuals
diagnosed with a mental illness to live meaningful and productive lives in the community.
We know that recovery from mental illness is possible and that by working together with
focused supports, people can achieve their life goals. At Venture House, members and staff
work side-by-side to run the organization. Members are involved in all aspects of Clubhouse
life, and through engagement and
work, members learn skills, make
friends, and gain a sense of selfworth.
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By: Matt Ritchie
My trip with Venture House to the Queens Farm
Museum was a great way to truly celebrate the
coming of the fall season. It was a chilly and rainy
Sunday; but our spirits were high nonetheless.
Joanne, about 6 members and I huddled up in the
Ford 15 passenger van and made our way to the
farm. Being a resident of Queens for almost my
entire life, I was very surprised to find a huge farm
like this within a crowded borough such as Queens.
When we arrived we all agreed on a meet up time
and we split up into little groups around the farm.

There was no shortage of things to do once at the
farm. They had a petting zoo with pigs, goats and
horses, a playground for kids, fresh produce shops,
food vendors and a huge pumpkin patch where
anyone could take as many as they wanted for a
fee. Everyone inside the park appeared to be having
a grand time and I was very happy to hear about
what each member did during their time there. The
rain held up just long enough for us to be able to
explore the entire farm and everything it offered.
However everyone could see the skies darkening
gradually throughout the afternoon and a little drizzle quickly turned into a heavy
downpour. Our entire group made it back to the van just in time and we talked about our
experiences at the farm. I’m grateful for my experience at the Queens Farm Museum and
encourage everyone to go while they still can this year and in the future. It’s a great
reminder of the many things that this great city offers.
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MEDIEVAL AGES

The medieval ages at the turn of the of
the Century was run by the emperor

himself. The serfs under the command of
the king protected the castle from those
who tried to conquer the castle. The
castle was surrounded by a mote filled
with water which was also used as
protection from those who wanted to
overthrow the king. The serfs were
soldiers appointed by the king in case
there were those who came from other
lands to try and seize the castle. The
castle was heavily secured and was
protected by both serfs, who were the
soldiers and the mote filled with water.
When the war broke out, the king sent
his soldiers to fight against the intruders.

The intruders lost and the king remained
the owner of the land.

by

Armando B.
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By: Michelle Rabelo
This Year I had the pleasure of joining 8 of my Venture House colleagues for a trip to the 25 th
Clubhouse International World Seminar in Oslo, Norway. This trip was one to remember and I
feel very lucky to have been chosen to share this experience with the Clubhouse. Leading up the
trip there was a significant amount of preparation and work to be done. The Norway group met
weekly to work on a workshop we would be leading at the conference. Our workshop, titled
‘Clubhouse: Supporting Recovery of the Whole Person’ was on a topic we were very familiar
with. It touched on person-centered care, the 10 dimensions of wellness, and recovery. It
seemed simple enough but tying it all together proved to be a challenge. In the end, we
prepared a fantastic presentation that went very well!
The flight to Oslo was about 8 hours long. The flight was over night and we arrived in Norway
just around noon. Oslo is 6 hours ahead of New York time and it took many of us some time to
adjust to the time difference. Our Hotel was beautiful. The staff were friendly and it felt like
everyone in the hotel was there for the conference. Everyone was so friendly and welcoming.
Everyone wanted to get to know each other and we saw plenty of familiar faces from Fountain
House Manhattan and Fountain House Bronx. There were people from Clubhouse all over the
world. I met people from Norway, Sweden, Argentina, Canada, China, England, New Zealand,
Denmark, and all over the US. Being in the hotel felt like being in a Clubhouse, I felt welcomed,
at home and supported by the people around me
Though we spent most of 9-5 going to plenary’s and workshops, we still had plenty of time to go
out for dinner, walk the streets of Oslo and hang out with the other seminar attendees. On the
second day at the conference, we made a trip to the clubhouse in Oslo called Funten Haus Oslo.
The clubhouse was beautiful. There were huge windows in every room. It was 4 floors but very
cozy. They had task boards similar to ours, where people could sign up for daily tasks. The
atmosphere was very relaxed and slow paced and in that way, it felt very different from our own
clubhouse. After our tour most of our group walked around Oslo to see the sights.
Unfortunately, I was sick and missed the Oslo tour.
One of the workshops I attended that really stood out to me was on young adults by a
clubhouse in London. Mosaic Clubhouse has a very large young adult population, they gave
terrific tips on how to increase YA membership, and how to keep YAs engaged in the work
ordered day. This workshop really inspired me to come back to our clubhouse and start some
new initiatives to increase the number of our YA members.
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On the Last night of the conference, everyone came together for a Gala. People dressed up and
enjoyed one last dinner together. After dinner, there was a live band and everyone hit the
dance floor. Everyone stayed up late enjoying each other’s company before the conference
came to an end. I’m so grateful for this experience. I met beautiful people from all over the
world and made so many impactful connections. I also had a chance to create a deeper bond
with my colleagues. I returned from the conference, rejuvenated, inspired and motivated to
strengthen our clubhouse. This experience reaffirmed why I love my job and how lucky I am to
have found a program that aligns so perfectly with my own values and beliefs. Thank you
Venture House for this opportunity!
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Mental Wellness Goals
DAILY MEDITATION FOR 45 MINUTES
Reduces stress, controls anxiety, may help
fight addictions, lengthens attention span
and may reduce age related memory loss.

5 minutes of deep breathing daily
Natural Painkiller, increases blood
flow and energy level, improves
posture, reduces inflammation,
detoxifies the body, and improves
digestion.

Practice positive mantras “yes I can”
Reduction in negativity, improved
heart health, improved focus, better
at being able to keep things in
perspective
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Fuquan and Ahmad Hired at UPS!
By Michelle Rabelo
This month, Fuquan and Ahmad were hired at UPS as seasonal package handlers. They are
both tremendously excited to start this new opportunity. I had the opportunity to talk to
Fuquan about his new job and he told me he likes his coworkers and he likes to make the
customers happy. One of his favorite things to do on the job is going out in the community
and seeing the different neighborhoods around the city. After this season is over; he’s
interested in finding employment with Fedex.
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Unit Updates
Administration
Hey VH! Admin has been busy working on
closing the books for the 2018-19 fiscal year all
month. We would like to thank all the members
who took time out of their day to assist us with
this big project. Administration completed the
Clubhouse contract audit and are waiting for the
results to come in. Also, a huge shout out to all
staff and members who help us out on a regular
basis with their hard work and dedication.

Housing and Maintenance Unit
Here in the HAM Unit we continue to focus on
restructuring the reception area, the Cocoa Bean
Café and the Unit as a whole. In the Cocoa Bean
our meetings have been taking place every other
week. We are in the process of trying to get
more member involvement in both the running
of the café and facilitating of the meetings. If
you are interested in assisting in the Cocoa Bean Café in any way please see someone
in HAM! The Reception area also continues to be a work in progress. We continue to
remind the community the importance of maintaining a professional environment in
the reception area. We also have reception meetings every other week. We look
forward to continuing the team work and improving things in all areas! The HAM
unit would like to thank all members and staff for their continued hard work and
dedication.
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Employment and Education Unit
Happy Thanksgiving! This year the E&E unit is extremely
thankful for our Employment Committee and their
commitment to getting more employment positions for
members! The committee would like to create a social
enterprise to offer more TE positions. We are currently
exploring business models which would be a good fit for
Venture House.
Other Employment news:Last month, two members
gained positions at UPS as delivery driver assistants. In
addition, the Employment unit expects our new TE at
QCCP to begin by December.

Kitchen and Dining Room Unit
Greetings from the KDR Unit! We have been continuing to work hard in bringing the
Venture House community tasty and healthy meals together. Recently we have been
improving our weekly menu planning by now having the community select the salad
bar ingredient choices for the week. We are also looking provide support for those who
wish to obtain a NYC Food Protection Certificate. Thank you all for the continued
support!

C o m m u n i c a t i on s - I n t a k e - D a t a U n i t
Happy November VH! CID has been getting things done
both in the clubhouse and overseas as well. Michelle and
Fabian accompanied clubhouse members from both
Queens and Staten Island to talk about person centered
care and more about wellness and recovery as well (see
pg.6). Additionally we are trying out a new daily tradition
here in CID called “Fika” which is a Swedish ritual in
which they take a 15 minute tea break from their daily routine every morning at 10
A.M. Come by and try out the new tradition in the unit that will soon take over the
clubhouse.

our
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Midnight Rose
By Eloise Ockert
Remember: The Cards Only Guide They Do Not Decide!
This month I am continuing with definitions of specific Tarot Cards – the cards. I have
been evaluating for you are entitled The Major Arcana cards. The previous issue of
Venture Voice I gave definitions of 4 Major Arcana cards:
The Moon Card is representative of a number of different things
as all the tarot cards are. In some definitions The Moon card is
representative of The sign of Pisces. This is inaccurate as the card
represents the sign of Scorpio. Note the scorpion on the card.
The Moon Card is also the card of Illusion. Usually this card
coming up can mean someone is lying, or exaggerating
something that is going on in their life or to the querent, The
Moon remember receives it’s light from the sun giving us
moonlight. Why this card is a card of an illusion. The moon gives
us the illusion it has its own light which is NOT true. Be AWARE
WHEN THIS CARD SHOWS UP IN YOUR READING. If it is reversed
it means lesser of something, or in this scenario the person is
being honest.
The next card is The Hermit Card. It is representative of the sign
of Virgo. It is The Fool (Card) representing that the path the Fool
was on is coming to it’s end. The Fool Card shows a person
beginning his journey of growth and learning experiences on the
Earth Plane. The Fool (card) is showing someone a bit naïve, fool
hardy to some point as he is not looking where he is going
despite warnings aka the dog barking at him trying to guide him
back on the rightful path as he is looming towards his doom even
before his long journey begins. The Fool is full of anticipation and
drive to get to the point he wants to be at for life’s full
experiences thus too eager not looking out to see where he is
going.
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The Hermit is the Fool at the end of his journey. His path of learning is ending and it is
beginning to look as if a new path is about to open up. He is holding a staff now
instead of a little bag full of survival needs. The staff replaced the little bag, and he is
holding a lighted lamp more aware of where he is, where he was. He has learned
valuable lessons and is now ready for a new adventure.
The Sun Card is the card that is pictured here. It is a card
representing everything in place. Success is about to be made, or
has been made. The sun is shining brightly as a young person is
proudly riding his stead showing innocence and no inhibitions
that he is nude and that this would be inappropriate. Sunflowers
are blooming in the background among lush & lovely grass. A wall
of solid brick is holding them up showing the foundation of his life
is strong and will continue to go in that positive direction. A
wreath of flowers on his head showing he is in his crowning glory
so to speak. Everything is good and he is on a path of success. The
red flag flying around is a symbol of a warning, that though things
are going well and great to be aware of issues that may come up.
(aka the red flag). This doesn’t mean doom but just to look out for
stumbling blocks along life’s path. With all other symbols in this card the querent will
overcome those blocks.

When any major arcana card comes up in a reading it is especially positive depending
on the read, how the card comes up, etc. The Death Card does NOT define physical
death but some sort of change that has disrupted in the querents life or something
that may happen and proceed with caution is the cue.
Just remember: All readings are based on trends. When you have a predictive reading
it does not necessarily mean the events being told will occur as change is constantly
going on in all directions. Something positive that is told may go array, something
negative can turn positive. THERE ARE NO GUARANTEES. THIS IS WHY ALL GENUINE
READERS HAVE POSTED:
READINGS ARE FOR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES ONLY!
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November
Bowling
November 2nd,2019

Come have a great time with David as the clubhouse
heads to Jib Lanes for a afternoon of bowling.

Thrift Shop
November 10th,2019

Come out and lets go shopping with Michelle and
Maggie as we go thrifting. You’ll be sure to find
vintage, good looking clothes.

Unit Classifieds — Help Wanted!
CID……………………………………
Help wanted with tours, intake (the application paperwork after a tour), and answering
the phone (as a unit receptionist). Please
talk to a CID member to learn more or to
start training.
Help is also always wanted with the newsletter and with VHTV/VHN! Opportunities abound to write, edit, brainstorm ideas,

act, take photos, film videos, draw, and
more.
Admin……………………………..….
We want you… to help Administration with creating folders for Board members for the
upcoming Annual meetings; as well as making copies of documents for members and
staff.
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Events
Movie Night
November 12,2019
Watching a movie while eating dinner!
There’s only a handful of things more
enjoyable than that so be sure to not cheat
yourself and come out for this festive night.

World Trade Center
November 24,2019
Join April and fellow members as we go to pay
our respects at the World Trade Center Memorial
site.

Thanksgiving
November 28,2019
Have a Happy Thanksgiving everyone! The
clubhouse will be open so be sure to come out
and enjoy the day with your Venture House
family.
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Q I Q P H H Z F O P S L V C Q A G
P B U R T I J I Q X N S L E D F H
Z O D L L M X S F B U M U R E T E
D Q A D F T S K B O R S T W S G E
V E E D U C A T I O N G P J E J E
H T N W T N E M E G A G N E I D W
E Q N K W K M X Q Y V S E K T S Q

D H F E L R H R T Y E H V A I T Q
C J T G M O E I R T N C D T V S H
U Z Q A U Y N C X P T O J N I G H
H O U S E U O R O U U A C I T D H
I O I Q M R R L P V R X H A C G J
B N D M S H B P P V E G J X A D G
G S O G L P G K D M C R X W Q G M
ACTIVITIES
ENGAGEMENT
BREATHE
HEALTH
COMMUNITY

HOUSE
EDUCATION
HOUSING
EMPLOYMENT
INTAKE

KITCHEN
RECOVERY

VENTURE

Brain Games

Autumn Crossword
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Cartoons

